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Abstract
CopyPro.ai (CopyPro) is a powerful fusion of expert talent and online AI
technology to vitalize a new marketing technology platform. CopyPro connects
sales copywriters, article content authors, and editors (contributors) with the
multi-billion-dollar online and offline marketing industry of small- to mid-sized
business owners, marketers, and entrepreneurs (customers) who require their
services on a continual basis.
Unlike many other startups, which offer only roadmaps, CopyPro Version 1.0 is a
revenue-producing, functional online platform, with a recent strategic
partnership with Digital Marketer, one of the world’s foremost marketing and
direct response companies.
This version harnesses both our expert contributions and unique technology to
provide marketing power and utility. Version 2.0 (to be released shortly after our
Seed Round closes) will deliver even more functionality to customers and
greater profit opportunities for contributors. As our roadmap continues to
evolve, our team will integrate with IBM’s Watson AI and other leading
technologies to further expand CopyPro’s native intelligence, machine-learning
and writing capabilities.
Early access to this document was provided to key individuals within the
marketing, copywriting, and technology communities. The authors acknowledge
and deeply appreciate the comments and criticisms that have made the design
of CopyPro and this white paper as strong as they are. Any faults that remain
are, of course, the authors’ own.
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Introduction
Did you check your email today? When was the last time you
purchased a product or service online? Have you ever visited one
of the tens of thousands of informational product sale pages or
video sales letters? Have you read an online article that led you
into a product sales pitch, such as one of over a million articles
on Medium or HubPages? How many ads do you notice every
day on platforms like Facebook, YouTube, and Google?
Each of these mediums of communication is powered by words.
In marketing terminology, the creation of these words is referred
to as copywriting. Within CopyPro, the various mediums of
copywriting are called projects.
Let’s consider a Facebook ad—just one of the many copywriting
projects CopyPro can generate. In 2017, the growth in digital ads
continued its previous year’s trend, soaring upward to over $229
billion. The annual spend on digital ads is projected to reach
$335 billion by 2020.1
If CopyPro serviced only customers from the digital ad industry,
the market potential would be staggering. However, our copy and

“As more
contributors
join the
ecosystem,
CopyPro learns,
adapts, and
increases its
asset library.”

content library, created by hundreds of A-list contributors,
contains virtually every word-driven project our customers
require. Each project is instantly and uniquely rewritten by our AI
neural net for use in hundreds of industries and niches. As more
contributors join the ecosystem, CopyPro learns, adapts, and
increases its asset library.
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A Brief History of Time:
CopyPro’s Proven Track Record
In early 2017, we released our proof-of-concept
beta 1.0 version: Email CopyPro (ECP). This project
focused exclusively on email copy to provide a
working case study. ECP Version 2.0 was released
ten weeks later with a more robust AI, a cleaner
interface, and far more contributors. Email CopyPro
has been sold successfully ever since.
We selected email as our first medium for two
reasons. First, email was the strongest test of our
CopyBlocks Technology and AI neural net. If entire
email campaigns could be assembled and read as if
they were written from scratch by a A-list

“If entire email campaigns
could be assembled and
read as if they were written
from scratch by a A-list
copywriting professionals,
we knew that we could
duplicate the process for
any project using these
same CopyBlocks.”

copywriting professionals, we knew that we could
duplicate the process for any project using these

Revenue from email is up 18 percent as of

same CopyBlocks. In CopyPro.ai Version 1.0 release,

December 2017 over 2016 and accounts for 20%

CopyPro has done just that.

of overall revenue for marketers and small business
owners.3 This positive trend is driven by email’s

Second, email consumption and revenue markets

consistent top-platform status and the fact that

are massive, and both are poised to explode over

53% of all emails sent are opened and read on

the next five years. Currently, more than 2.7 billion

mobile devices.4 It is estimated that, in the

people access email worldwide, and over one-third

coming years, small businesses in the online,

of the global population is expected to use this

retail, and commerce arenas will contribute the

medium of communication and transaction by the

most to the global email marketing industry.

year 2019. However, the number of global email

These businesses represent one of the primary

users pales in comparison to the number of emails

customer profiles (avatars) that CopyPro

sent and received every day: over 220 billion, with

services. The global email marketing market is

projections of 246 billion by the end of 2019. Of

projected to expand at an annual growth rate

these daily emails, more than 104 billion are

(CAGR) of 19.6% to $22 billion by 2025, up from

consumer-focused.2

$4.51 billion in 2016.5
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Far Greater Profits:
Exponentially Increasing Our Customer and Contributor Base
When you include revenue from direct

Consider this: In 2018, the average

response and e-commerce marketing,

salary for a copywriter was $49,000 per

which includes everything from information

year—hardly enough for many to live on

products to high-end consumer and
business services, all sold via
copywriting, we project that the
total annual revenue generated
by digital marketing in 2018
will easily exceed $300 billion.
That’s millions of customers in
need of contributors supplying
copywriting and content every
day—and they are more than
happy to pay for it. (Refer to our
economic projections for
customers and contributors on
page 12.)
The key to exponential
expansion is creating an online
ecosystem that attracts
thousands of A-list contributors
and tens of thousands of
customers with immediate
marketing needs. We believe

“...we project the
total annual
revenue generated
in 2018 to easily
exceed $300 Billion.
That’s millions of
customers in need
of contributors
supplying
copywriting and
content every day—
and they are more
than happy to pay
for it.”

CopyPro’s triad structure (refer

without taking on additional
work.6 Due to the expertise
required for each niche and
project type, one copywriter
can rarely service every
need of a small- or mediumsized business. For example,
most copywriters are not
content authors.
Furthermore, many
copywriters write only
in specific areas, and often
only for specific project
types. There are email-only
copywriters, sales page-only
copywriters, exclusive
content authors, and so on.
This is a serious bottleneck
in the industry: one that,
until now, did not have a
satisfactory solution. And,
you’re about to see, it took

to page 11) will change the way businesses

innovation in both technology and

find and pay copywriters and content authors.

approach to solve it.
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An Even Bigger Challenge
Our customers have traditionally tried one of several approaches to meet their needs for
copy and content. Enterprise customers, which comprise only a small portion of the
marketplace, can afford to hire A-list copywriters and content authors, often spending
millions of dollars a year on these services.
The vast majority of businesses (~80%) are left with do-it-yourself options.
The problem is simple: customers are rarely good copywriters. Thus, the bulk
of marketers are forced to hire inexpensive C-list copywriters, resulting in
frequently less-than-desirable results.
Likewise, copywriters and content authors are not particularly good at
marketing their services. They have talent and skill, but they lack a platform
that can reach millions of marketers in need of quality copy. Furthermore, in
the traditional approach to copywriting, writers must often take payments in
installments, leading many to complain about “chasing the customer for
cash” following content delivery.
A- and B-list copywriters also often ask for residuals based on a percentage
of net or gross profits produced by their work. Getting these numbers from
the customer is the most treacherous roadblock for our contributors. Even
with contracts in place, clients often falsify the numbers or shirk residual
payments altogether.

“Our solution
eliminates all of
these problems,
while creating a
far easier and
faster way to
buy and receive
copywriting and
authoring
services from
proven sources.”

Finally, in addition to all of these issues, until now, copy and content could be
used by only one customer in only one niche. This greatly limited the revenue a
copywriter or content author could earn, while significantly increasing their workload.
Our solution eliminates all of these problems, while creating a far easier and faster way to
buy and receive copywriting and authoring services from proven sources.
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The Solution
The only viable solution was one that would connect
A-list contributors directly with customers who
ordinarily couldn’t afford their services, couldn’t find
the talent, or chose to hire internal staff to fill their
needs. CopyPro Version 2.0 will accomplish this
while generating continual streams of revenue from
both parties. Meaning, both customers and
contributors can thrive within one self-sustained
online ecosystem.
CopyPro offers contributors the potential to earn far
more than they could through traditional channels
and eliminates payment worries. On the other side
of the transaction, it gives customers the ability to
acquire high-conversion copywriting and content
authoring services nearly instantaneously from a
selection of A-list copy and content never before
possible, all at significant cost savings.
Thanks to our AI technology, and our marketplace
ecosystem, and our unique background in the
marketing and copywriting industries, we have
created a new paradigm for how marketers and

“CopyPro
accomplishes
this while
generating
revenue from
both parties on
an ongoing
basis.”

writers will conduct business in 2019 and beyond.
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The Ecosystem
Within the CopyPro ecosystem, customers can access copy and content from proven
marketing and sales campaigns and quickly create copy or content for any of their sales
or marketing projects. Their selected copy templates are continuously tailored to their
industry and niche as our AI learns their unique voice and specific messaging needs. This
process is accomplished through customer–software interactions using CopyPro’s
CopyBlock TechnologyTM

CopyBlocks
Syndicated Copy and Content That Rewrites Itself
CopyBlocks allow customers to leverage AI to rewrite and add to existing projects using
their own input and tone of voice in conjunction with thousands of variations rendered by
our neural net, parsed together into a perfectly-worded project.
Consider the following analogy: An illustrator is hired to create an illustration of a woman.
His customer says, “She needs to have blonde hair, blue eyes, a small waist, a slight
smile, and a red skirt.” The illustrator complies and delivers the project. He’s paid $500 for
his efforts. His illustration can be used by his customer, and only his customer, and
cannot be modified without extensive reworking.
Now, imagine the same illustrator creating this image in “blocks.” The hair, the eyes, skirt,
shape, and other elements are now interchangeable depending on the customer’s wishes
and needs. The customer can even add to the illustration, creating his or her unique
version of the art. Further, imagine these blocks can be assembled at will in whatever
arrangement desired by thousands of customers, rather than just one. Even if the
illustrator was paid only $5 per use, this one job could easily be worth ten times the
amount he was paid for the single job described in the previous example.
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Until CopyPro, it was impossible to achieve this level of customization within a set structure for
copywriting or content. However, the advent of our CopyBlock technology has made possible a
previously unheard-of level of customization: one that profits both
our customers and our contributors.
Our AI interface takes what it learns from our customers
via direct input and feeds these data into specific CopyBlocks.
Our system uses these CopyBlocks to generate multiple projects
for the customer, including email campaigns, sales pages, videos
sales letters, video scripts, ads, headlines, and more—all in one step.
The customer can then can create multiple versions of the same
projects using what we call one-click regeneration. With a single click,
the customer can instantly rewrite any project for split-testing

“Simply put:
blocks create
projects, and
projects
create profits.”

purposes, as well as to create even greater variety for blogs, articles,
campaigns, and more.
In conjunction with CopyPro’s AI neural net, CopyBlocks are seamlessly assembled into the
desired project structure, instantly creating unique and effective marketing copy and content to
help customers to sell their products and services.
Simply put: blocks create projects, and projects create profits.

Real-Time Revenue (RTR)
The New Economy for Contributors
Customers enroll in CopyPro by purchasing copy credits. They can
purchase specific copy credit Packages, or create custom packages
for their unique copy or content needs.
Once the customer purchases their desired copy, CopyPro instantly
sends real-time revenue (RTR) to the contributors who authored the
copy using our online payment ecosystem. RTR is paid out using
copy credits. The contributor can convert their copy credits to cash.
Contributors can collect immediate revenue or choose to keep all or
portions of their credits in escrow and can be withdrawn at any time
for conversion to Fiat currency.

© Copyright 2019 CopyPro.ai

“Contributors
can now
collect
immediate
revenue and
convert copy
credits to
cash.”
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Market
and Industry
The CopyPro economic ecosystem is built on
a triad structure that generates income from three
divisions:

1. Contributors – copywriters, writers,
editors and content creators.

2. Customers – small- to mid-size
businesses, marketers, and
entrepreneurs.

3. Channel Partners –
leveraging 360-degree data
and analytics to improve
machine-leanring.

Each division generates revenue for CopyPro
while providing highly sought-after copywriting
and content services. Our contributors receive
copy credits, which can be converted to fiat.
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The Process
1. The customer joins CopyPro by purchasing copy credits.
2. The customer selects the copy, content, or services needed for his or her project.
3. The contributors who wrote the CopyBlocks assembled to create the projects are paid
a specified percentage of the copy credits applied. Percentages vary from 60%-90%,
depending on the contributor's certification level. Copy credits are deposited
immediately into the contributors' CopyPro accounts.
4. Multiple customers can access the same CopyBlocks, automatically rewritten each
time, meaning that contributors can earn far more revenue than they can in the
traditional one-time-only model.
5. Contributors can convert their copy credits into cash at any time.
6. The cycle repeats, as our customers require projects frequently throughout the month.

Division 1 – Contributors:
Copywriters, Copy Editors, Writers, Content Producers
In 2016, there were 249,600 advertising and promotional professionals
in the U.S., as well as an additional 52,400 technical writers, 127,400
editors, 131,200 writers, and over 100,000 freelance copywriters.7
Thus, within the Unites States alone, CopyPro’s contributor base
has a total reach of 660,660 men and women.
These numbers do not consider international copywriters and content
authors or the tens of thousands of copywriters unable to make a
living at their craft due to a lack of marketing exposure.

“We conservatively
estimate that our
potential
contributor base
far exceeds
1,000,000 people.”

We conservatively estimate that our potential contributor base far
exceeds 1,000,000 people.
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CopyPro charges each contributor a fee to join the
online ecosystem. With this fee, contributors gain
access to online training on how to use the system and
submit copy for approval, as well as a tiered

Challenges Solved:
1. Customerless Copywriting - Contributors
write using CopyBlocks. They do not have to
deal about picky customers or worry about

certification system for copywriting training to help

projects being dragged out over several

improve their skills, service range, and earning power.

months.

We pay our contributors up to 90% of project earnings,

2. Real Time Revenue - Contributors are paid
immediately in credits at the time of project

depending on their certification level.
Contributors can create as many CopyBlocks as they
desire within the range allowed by their certification
level. The higher their level of certification, the more

selection.
3. Copy Marketplace - Contributors use a builtin marketplace, so they no longer need to

CopyBlocks they can create. Each CopyBlock and each

worry about marketing their services. They

related project (emails, sales pages, etc.) can be used

can upload as many CopyBlock pieces as

by thousands of customers, and each is rewritten to be

they desire for any niche they wish, thereby

unique and even specific to the voice of the customer

expanding their search reach within the

each time. This means exponentially greater revenue
potential for our contributors.
Within the old customer/writer paradigm, a copywriter

ecosystem.
4. Regenerative Syndication – Thanks to our
CopyBlock Regeneration technology,
contributors’ copy can be downloaded and

would write an email series, a sales letter, or an ad, or a

used by multiple customers without any

content author would create a blog post or article. Each

additional work for the contributor. This

of these could be used only by the client for whom it
was created. The writer would be paid only once in full

allows contributors to create CopyBlocks

and have a chance of getting paid a small percentage of

that work in a nearly endless variety of

residuals, assuming that the copy worked.

industries and niches.

CopyPro ushers in a brand new paradigm. Now, a single

5. Exponential Earnings – Contributors can
forgo the hassles of payments, installments,

sales letter, email, ad, video script, video sales letter

and residuals in favor of having their copy

(VSL), webinar, and so on can and will be used many

used on an exponential frequency and being

times over. Our contributors do the work once and are
paid every time their products are used, without ever
having to worry about chasing payments or residuals
from clients.

paid immediately for each use.
6. Escrow - Contributors may also accept copy
editing, copy consultation, and custom copy
jobs from platform customers, secure in the

Contributors can also choose to increase their
certification level at any time, increasing the percentage

knowledge that the platform provides an
escrow service for the payment process.

of Copy Credits they earn for each project.
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Division 2 – Customers:

Challenges Solved:

Marketers, Entrepreneurs,
and Small Businesses

1. A-List Copy at a Click – Customers can now
find A-list contributors to service any copy

In the U.S. alone, there are currently an estimated 28.8
million marketers, entrepreneurs, and small business
owners spending billions of dollars annually on copy and
content.8 Worldwide, this number is significantly larger.
CopyPro caters to these customers in hundreds of
industries and niches.

2. Tested Campaigns – Customers can trust
that more of the copy or content they

project they need.

purchase has been tested in live campaigns,
as many of our contributors use their most
successful copy for their CopyBlocks. This
increases customers’ confidence in their

CopyPro charges each customer for entry into the
ecosystem, giving them the ability to acquire copy
credits at multiple pricing tiers. They can spend their
copy credits on projects created by the same
contributor or choose multiple contributors for a greater
variety or specific areas of expertise.
Copy credits are priced on the platform at a U.S. dollar
value ranging from $1 to $3 per credit. The more copy
credits a customer purchases, the less expensive each
copy credit becomes.
Customers can refill their copy credit balance at any
time. Projections based on our ten-month Beta test
indicate that an average customer will spend
approximately $2100 USD per year on CopyPro projects,
with a potential market reach of over 28 million
customers.

projects’ ability to produce more revenue and
clicks.
3. Real-World Approval – Customers can see
how well specific projects performed for
other customers using a rating system and
CopyPro’s native Key Performance Indicators
(KPI) Monitor.
4. One-Click Rewrites – Customers can receive
near-immediate access to multiple versions
of the same copy through our one-click
regeneration process.
5. One-Stop Copy Shop – Customers can go to
one centralized location for the best

Customers can refill their WORD Token balance at any
time. However, they cannot extract their Tokens, as all
Customer Tokens must be used for services within the
ecosystem. Our projections based on our ten-month
online platform test indicate that an average customer
will spend approximately $2100 USD per year on
CopyPro projects. The potential market reach is more
than 28 million customers.

© Copyright 2019 CopyPro.ai

copywriting and content possible from
thousands of different contributors.

“Projections based on our
ten-month Beta test indicate
that an average customer will
spend approximately $2100
USD per year on CopyPro
projects, with a potential
market reach of over 28
million customers.”
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Division 3 – Channel Partners:
Integration partners to drive adoption and
revenues
In the marketing technology industry, many "complete" marketing
suites are being created from both organic in-house development and

Challenges Solved:
A better marketing toolset:

•

We already have an online

•

We have a team with vast

through acquisition. The issue is that they are wholly-incomplete. They
all lack the source of content or copywriting. CopyPro solves this by
making its platform open via its API's to channel partners.

platform;
experience in marketing, business,
and copywriting;

•

We offer a contributor certification
program to help contributors
potentially acquire far greater

Marketing email automation, CRM systems and advertising

value for every piece of copy they

management platforms can each benefit from seamless injection of

create;

CopyPro content into each platform's landing page, email campaigns,
digital ads and more.

•

We leverage the credit model to
create a sticky, frictionless
transaction process;

The exit targets are the three large aggregators of marketing
technology solutions: Adobe, Oracle and SalesForce. CopyPro has a
clear roadmap to connect to and attract those companies.

•

Each marketing platform needs
copy, and there are two options:
the old way and the CopyPro way.

Additionally, CopyPro has secured a partnership with Digital Marketer a global brand with a large customer base of active marketers. This is
the first of several partnerships in the works to position CopyPro as the
first destination for sales and content copy.
Rarely is a platform that combines a proven model with a team of
creators who revolutionized its related industries and a fully balanced,
sustainable ecosystem. CopyPro solves both of these challenges by
offering a captive marketplace and software solution.
An ecosystem that offers contributors the fastest and safest way
possible to get paid for their work while earning more never before
existed. This model is the reason CopyPro is able to attract a large
variety of A-list contributors, many of whom submit market-tested
campaigns to our CopyBlocks. the process requires less work on their
part and provides customers with projects already proven to convert
into sales and greater revenue.

© Copyright 2019 CopyPro.ai
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Technologies
CopyPro is part of the next generation of marketing technology
companies, offering a platform ecosystem that leverages AI, and
a network of world-class copywriters. The proof-of-concept was
built using readily available open-source and proprietary
technologies on the Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP (LAMP)
stack with some Node.js components. To improve speed and
latency, the next version (2.0) will leverage serverless containers
and rely less on certain frameworks. CopyPro’s AI engine is built
entirely with JavaScript, with the front-end app using ReactJS
and the back-end using the next evolution of micro services
called serverless. Serverless supports independent functionality,
allowing the back-end to scale independently of other services
for maximum performance.
The roadmap continues to evolve past the Seed round with a
robust and achievable series of functions, use cases, and
platform expansions. The marketplace and its credit
infrastructure for purchases and the completion of work
payments to contributors can eventually evolve into a broader
mechanism for marketing services and e-commerce transactions
both in-platform and elsewhere.
The IBM Watson integration offers a robust expansion of
CopyPro’s capabilities to leverage more neural, semantic, and
voice processing for various copy audiences in a range of market
verticals and use cases. Watson will create opportunities for text
and voice translation. This integration will also allow the
repurposing of copy into other languages, including Arabic,
French, Portuguese, and Spanish. This will greatly expand the
global market for CopyPro. For example: our Real Time Voiceover
service will offer instant, complete video sales letters and other
audio-related copy.
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ROADMAP
MARCH 2018:

Whitepaper and Site LIVE

AUGUST 2018:
SEPTEMBER 2018:

Private Presale of Equity

Office in Las Vegas

OCTOBER 2018:

Version 2.0 proof-of-concept in alpha

NOVEMBER 2018:

Version 1.0 of CopyPro in beta

MARCH 2019:

Version 1.0 - LIVE with Soft-Launch

APRIL 2019:

First class of CopyPro Academy

JULY 2019:

Version 2.0 Live, Second CopyPro
Academy class

September 2019:

Our Live Event - CopyCon in Las Vegas

JANUARY 2020:
Version 2.5 - Marketplace Live, Watson
Translation Beta

APRIL 2020:

Version 3.6 – Robust API live as beta

AUGUST 2020:

Version 3.7 – API integration with Key Marketing
Platforms (Infusionsoft, Hubspot, Mailchimp,
Oracle Marketing Cloud, Salesforce, etc.)
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Use of Proceeds
Budget Allocation - assuming a full (Seed Round of $1 million, Series A, and Series B) total $50
million USD raise; percentages are subject to change based on actual amount of funds raised:

Contractors:
14% of budget.

Contingency: 7% of budget.

The contingency will be set aside for unforeseen costs.

Contractors will include third-party
providers in engineering, marketing,
growth-hacking, and PR, as well as
partnerships and affiliate programs.

Marketing:
21% of budget.

Marketing will focus on expanding
awareness and adoption of the
platform and the solution among users,
publishers and advertisers. It also
includes the growth and maintenance of
the global community marketplace.

Administration:
10% of budget.

Administration includes legal,
security, and other associated
administration costs.

CopyPro Team: 48% of budget.

The team will comprise just over 20 highly skilled engineers,
copywriters and marketers. This financing supports the rollout
of the solution, including the necessary adjustments to and
development of the existing technology to extend its native AI
and IBM Watson capabilities.
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Our Team

•
•
•

Creator, Copywriter, Partner;
CopyPro.ai
Creator, Head Copywriter;
Email CopyPro (CopyPro Beta)
Creator, CEO; Sellerator VSL
(Multi-Million Dollar
Copywriting Software)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Creator of The Video Sales Letter
(VSL); $14B Annual Market
Creator of The EPIC Email
System

One of Three $1B Copywriters

“Open, Click, Buy”

•

Multiple Bestselling Fitness

•

Successful Entrepreneur

Marketing (succeeding Jay

•

Co-Founder of CXO Collective

•

Cryptocurrency Consultant/

•
•

Studied Blockchain at MIT-Sloan

(Private Equity/Consulting firm)
Investor/Miner (Since 2010)
Computer Programmer; 35 years
(PHP, SQL, C#, ASP.NET,
JavaScript)

•

Alive
Bestselling Author,

Owner/Chairman; Guerrilla
Conrad Levinson)

Creator of 3X Conversion
Formula

Partner; CopyPro.ai

•

Bestselling Author,
“Search Your Company” and

•

Lead Programmer; CopyPro.ai,

•

Leading Expert in Ecosystem-based

•

Email CopyPro, Sellerator VSL
Programming and Development
South Dakota
Government Programmer
and Security Consultant

•
•

Financial Markets IT Developer

•

Systems Developer for Multiple

•

Recognized Coder and Consultant

Expertise In Insurance/Financial
Planning/Authorize.net Coding
10-Figure Marketing Pros
In PHP, .NET, C#, F#, PHP,

Co-Author of 10 books

JavaScript, HTML, CSS

Helped AT&T complete its

(including SASS), Python,

$43Bn merger

C++ (19 Years)

Author
For 27 Years
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ADVISORY
BOARD

Joe Schriefer

Jonathan Cronstedt

Joe Polish

Jennifer Hudye

CEO and Founder, Genius Network

Founder, Conscious Copy & Co.

Publisher, Agora Financial, LLC

President, Kajabi.com

Erik Kerr

Justin Burns

Co-Founder and CEO at Clear Health

Founder, Miestro

Technologies, Inc.

Richard Rossi
Founder and CEO, The National
Leadership Academies, Co-Founder,

David Deutsch
Copywriter and Owner,
Deutsch & Associates

EnvisionEMI

Magdalena
Pawlowska

Travis Cody

CEO, INSOURCE Marketing Agency
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FAQ
How many customers does CopyPro have? There are about 1,000 users of CopyPro Version
1.0 - flat rate based model. These users paid a one-time fee to access the limited version.
There is a migration plan for them to become users of version 2.0 (Credit-driven model) with
a one-time credit grant. So, they will be able to use both versions.
How do Copywriters earn in the eco-system? They can earn through three distinct ways:
first, by writing for the machine to create reusable blueprints of copy and getting paid each
time a blueprint is used on a residual basis. Secondly, they can write for clients from the
marketplace for projects. Finally, they can also earn a fee for voting on marketplace copy as
a member of the anonymous dispute mediation panel.
What amount a copywriter can earn? Their earnings are based upon how active they are in
the contribution pool, marketplace, and dispute panel. The more they contribute, complete
bespoke jobs, or are randomly assigned to disputes - the more they can earn. The more
customers using machine copy and ordering marketplace projects, the more revenue
CopyPro will distribute to contributors. Contributors are paid on a scale determined by their
certification level. The higher the certification the higher the net earnings per sale.
Is CopyPro affordable for customers? The platform offers unprecedented quality, ease and
cost per project by harnessing its technology and army of contributors.
How unique can the machine-generated copy really be? In our proof-of-concept version with
1,000 users, limited to email copy only, the usage resulted in over 90,000 unique emails
from the system with no duplicates between users. It is very powerful.
How can this really replace Copywriters? It doesn't replace, it revolutionizes the economicmodel by giving copywriters the ability to earn, without finding new customers (writing for
the machine) and through our marketplace for interactive projects. Customers get access
to both precision copy on-demand and vetted, certified copywriters.
Is CopyPro.ai using AI? It is using what we call our first generation, with a neural net. More
robust AI is in development to harness machine learning and various cloud-AI solutions
(e.g., IBM Watson)
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Legalities and
Disclaimers

— Safe Harbor.
The statements in this document, including targets and assumptions, state the Company’s and
management’s hopes, intentions, beliefs, expectations or projections of the future and are
forward-looking statements. It is important to note that the Company’s actual results could differ
materially from those projected in such forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause
actual results to differ materially from current expectations include the key assumptions
contained within this presentation, general economic conditions, local real estate conditions,
increases in interest rates, foreign currency exchange rates, increases in operating costs and real
estate taxes. Additional information concerning factors that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those forward-looking statements is contained from time to time in the
Company’s SEC filings. Copies of each filing may be obtained
from the Company or the SEC.
— SEED Round.
CopyPro is raising $1 million at a $10 million valuation to complete Version 2.0 of the platform
and to launch the marketplace, this capital raise is a Reg D 506c - Accredited investors only at
http://copypro.ai/invest
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